
WELCOME

Welcome to Beni, Your home on wheels...

FIND  ALL  THE  INFO  YOU  NEED  ENCLOSED

 07484705242
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BEFORE YOU GO

Please Check...

All buttons are closed on interior compartments so nothing pops open while
driving.

Check electric is unplugged before you drive off.

Always keep compartments locked while on the move and lock up
interior and exterior compartments after use. 

KEY INFOMATION:

Height: 3.3 Meters 

Off Grid: When off grid please use gas for power

Don't Forget to tag us in your holiday pictures to get

10% off your next booking.

DO NOT DRIVE WITH GAS BOTTLE SWITCHED ON



P

INVENTORY

All of these items are included in your hire
Please advise us of any breakages so we can replace them for the

next hire.

bookings@heycampers.co.uk
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Kitchen:
4 Plates

4 Melamine mugs

4 Bowls

Bottle opener

Cutlery for 6, Knives, forks, spoons.

Washing up bowl - collapsible

3 Kitchen Knives with safety covers

Kitchen scissors 

Grater with bowl

4 pans/saucepans with lids

4 Plastic pint glasses

4 Plastic Wine glasses

4 Plastic tumblers

Chopping board * 2

Tin opener

Corkscrew

Vegetable Peeler

Oven shelf, grill and handle.

Gas Kettle

Electric Kettle

Oven glove - 2 silicone
Plastic spoons/Utensils

Other:
Cool bag

12 volt hairdryer
Gas lighter or matches
TV and Remote control

Safety:
Fire Blanket

Fire Extinguisher
First Aid Kit

X4 High Visbility Vest
Warning Triangle

Carbon Monoxide Detector - fitted
Smoke Alarm

Torch

Cleaning:
1 Tea towel
1 Toilet roll

2 white bin bags
1 Kitchen roll

1 Kitchen sponge
1 Blue Cloth

Dish Drying mat
Mini Dustpan and Brush

External:
Sun Awning

"Space Reserved" triangle (for use in
campsites)

Levelling Blocks - 2
Table and bench set for 4
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please read for information on general use and internal and
external controls of Beni.

                                                  External Points
WC Point
(1) Lift up the bottom blue handle to slide the whole compartment out. To empty the toilet 
waste open the blue lid at the end of the grey tube and whilst tipping the container press
the blue button on the top to release the air and help with emptying. After emptying it you
pour 100ml of the blue fluid into the tank with a bit of water. This resterilises the tank. What
this does is dissolves all the waste and special tissue paper into a blue liquid. So when you
empty it, it doesn’t smell and empties easily.

Fuel
Beni uses Adblue. (2) We will always send you out with a full Adblue however if you are doing
a long mileage trip (as we do offer unlimited mileage) you will have to consider Adblue.
A warning light will come on on the screen when you're low on fuel to remind you to refill.

Electric hook up
On site there should be an electric point near where you park (provided you have booked a
pitch with electric hook up). The electric lead found in the garage (8) plugs into this hatch.
You connect the lead from the socket to Beni. Batteries can be used and will last a bit of time
but it is always advisable where possible to use electric hook up.

Water Tank
As a general rule you should travel with minimal water in the tanks and fill the water tank as
soon as you get to your destination. In the garage (8) is a hose with universal fittings that
should connect to the tap and then place into the water filler cap (4) and fill till it overflows.
The taps will be located around the site occasionally you are lucky enough to have one on
your pitch but if not each time you need to fill you will need to drive to a tap. Beni holds
about 120 litres so it's usually enough for a long weekend.

Levelling Blocks
In the garage (8) you will have levelling blocks where if you are parking on a hill or a slope
you will need to get these out and drive onto them. It is always advisable to have the vehicle
level when you are on your pitch. Levelling blocks are provided and you drive onto this in an
effort to get the vehicle as level as possible.

Gas Bottle
f you have chosen to hire a gas bottle DO NOT TRAVEL WITH IT TURNED ON for safety
reasons. When switched on (at the top of the canister 5) you can use the gas hob and oven.
Beni will also heat the water and provide heating using gas. It is always advisable to use
electric for hot water and heating if it is available.
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                                         Internal Points

Main Control Panel
This can be found up on the right wall as you come through the door (9). The main panel
controls: the lights, water and TV etc. You need to turn the main control panel on using the 1st
button= power symbol button. 2nd button= lighting system. 3rd button= indicates when the
pump is running for hot water. 4th button= the external light for the awning.

Buttons along the bottom:
1st button= tells you what your leisure battery power is at. 2nd button= tells you what the
vehicle battery is level at. 3rd button= tells you your water level. 4th button= to adjust the
brightness of the screen.

INSTRUCTIONS

Please read for information on general use and internal and
external controls of Beni.

Garage
The garage is where you adjust and control the height of the bed. On the right hand side theres
a clip and a white handle (8). Attach this to the small white circular handle (9) clips into it and
you can wind the bed up or down using this handle (9). When connected it should look like
image (10). Please use for general storage. 

Waste & Water Emptying Taps
Blue Tap= water tank (turn blue tap to empty water tank before travelling home) Grey Tap=
Waste (turn to empty shower waste) If you turn either of these taps any waste will leak straight
out. When you get to site make sure these taps are closed. Most sites have a drive over
motorhome waste drainage facility. Drive over the drain and pull the lever. This will empty the
tank.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please read for information on general use and internal and
external controls of Beni.

Truma Control Panel
This controls the heat temperature, water and fan speed (10). Press the big black button
to turn it on. 1st icon (on screen)= controls heating. Turn the nozzle to adjust the
heating temperature. 2nd button=water temperature. You can have it on modes: eco,
boost or hot. Boost heats water instantly, Hot will give you permanent 60° water. Eco will
give you permanent 40° water. 3rd button= selects how you want to run the unit. Option
1: electric & you can adjust the wattage. 1 is a lower wattage and 2 is a higher wattage.
Mode mix means you can use gas & electric. Gas is also a mode on its own. Fan speed
you can alter too high or eco. The permanent symbol on the right hand side of the
screen indicates what mode you're currently using/in.

Toilet & Shower
With water turned on the taps should flow. When the hot water is on it will be very hot -
not plugged in and boiling. There is a clip across shower screen please use this when in
the shower. Two special toilet rolls are provided (in compartment in the toilet) you will
need to use. We sell a full pack for £3.99. The BLUE button is the flush. The GREY handle
(on the bottom right hand side of the toilet) is the release. After Use: Flush and
release then flush it again to give it a rinse. That drops it all into the tank.

Blinds
They meet together by magnet but you need to press the buttons in on the handle
connector parts for them to engage and move down or across.

Extendable Table
To extend the table use the thick black knob under the table. Pull this knob down to
release the table and swivel it round to reconnect and aline up with the other part. To
put it back just twist the table back round and it automatically clicks back into place.

Hob
When Beni is plugged into the electrics you will have 1 electric stove and 2 gas but you
will have to have your gas bottle on when using these.

The Oven is a standard gas oven.

Fridge Freezer 
The fridge has 3 modes. (12) A is for automatic we recommend you leaving it 
on automatic as this mode automatically chooses the best source. For example: if
there is no electric available it will automatically turn to gas. Electric is 1st choice then
gas then battery. When driving the fridge will automatically use battery mode. 

Ceiling Fan
To turn it on, first you need to open the roof light by turning the white circular button on
the left (13). Then turn the fan on, you can set which direction you want it going. Keep
pressing the button as it lights up to make it pick up speed.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please read for information on general use and internal and
external controls of Beni.

Electric Ceiling Bed
Use the bottom black switch (14) to lower the bed down and then switch it
back across to raise it.

Windows
On all of the windows there are releasing levers. The small buttons needs to be
pressed in while lifting the handle or they won't release.

TV
The TV does work on 12 volt so it can run off the vehicles battery and play without
electric. You also have to retune the TV as Beni travels to and from different
regions. To do this on the remote press Menu then Auto scan and it will scan all the
channels for you.

Front Drivers Chairs
These chairs can swivel round. To do this pull the lever down on the bottom side
of the chairs to swivel them round. These swing round but if the chair is not in the
correct position (ie. Slide forward or back) they will catch on the steering wheel or
table. Please be careful as these are easily damageable.

Safety Equipment
Safety blankets, fire extinguisher, a torch with emergency red flashing lights, first
aid kit and manuals in the black bag are available to use kept in (15) under the
step. Beni has a spare wheel kept in the garage (8). 

Smoke Alarms
Smoke and Carbon dioxide detector in the ceiling.

Mains Electric Compartment
f you loose mains power go to the electric mains compartment under the bench
sofa nearest to the main door. This holds the trips switchesand internal fuses for the
the pump and fridge etc. The red light indicates power on/off.

Awning 
The awning sits in the top left hand side of Beni where the main door is. (16)
To open this there is a pole which you clip in and use to unwind the awning
when it comes out two legs pop out then you level it off using the two legs.
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